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Friday was my pizza day and I was really happy to blow a day making pies. Using Rich’s pre-
sheated dough, I can crank out a half-dozen 16″ inch beauties relatively quickly, put them in the
cooler, and go about whatever obnoxious side projects I’ve got going on for the rest of the day.
They’re passable pizzas, at least as far as hospital cafeteria cuisine goes. As I made the pies up for
the day, I couldn’t help but keep Domino’s new campaign in mind. In the new spots, company
president Patrick Doyle addresses the pizza chain’s detractors and the complaints registered
online and in letters. Some of the gems include the truth patrons have known for decades. The
sauce is thick and bland, the crust like cardboard. This, of course, is an insult to cardboard. I’ve
eaten enough in factory jobs to know that cardboard has a distinct, rich flavor almost like the trees it
came from. No, Domino’s crust is just a dimpled, soggy mess. My father was big on letting the pizza
“congeal.” Pizza is one of his favorite things in life, and gave Dad a break from his steady diet of
Campbell’s Cream of Mushroom soup. He is still waiting for some pizza that he ordered when I was
a kid to congeal, which is his theory that if you let a pizza sit for minutes/hours/eons it will become
less of a soggy mess.

Domino’s is campaigning now to listen to its customers and make a better pie. Truthfully, Domino’s
was never about the pizza. It was about the delivery. Every town had good pizza. When you wanted
that, you drove to the pizza. When you just wanted pizza, you called Domino’s. I grew up in
Kalamazoo, Michigan and attended high school across the street from Western Michigan
University. There were tons of good, student friendly pizza places, my favorite being Bruno’s (until
Bruno chased me out with a butcher knife one night). I’m getting off point. Domino’s is the Muzak of
pizza. Playing decent music or eating acceptable pizza is sometimes distracting and the spaces in
life can easily be filled by elevator soundtracks and soggy food. Now, nearing their 50th anniversary,
Domino’s would like to make amends and admit that their pizza sucks. The pizza giant is only one
part of the suck fest that has overtaken America.

What happened to quietly changing corporate formulas and stamping a “new and improved” sticker
on the box and then shutting up?  In our current state of living, pride has taken a back seat to just
constantly whining about being wrong. Apologetics is a lost art. I’m not advocating being a great
defender of crappy pizza, but saying stand behind your crappy product. America is in a very un-
nationalistic frame of mind, and too ready to admit that everything about our way of life sucks. We
didn’t condemn the jag dork who tried to end the lives of a plane full of humans over Detroit with his 
underpants. Instead, there was a top down movement from the White House  to see who in
government was the bigger failure. This thinking has made its way down to pizza, automobiles,
babies-anything that could be made in America, somebody is tearfully willing to promise to make

better.
So, I’m
going to
put
some
patriotic
decals
on my
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steaming pile of a Chrysler and drive around eating trash pizza. Somebody’s got to stand up for
this country. Onward and Upward.
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